
YOUR ENTITLEMENT TO CAREERS EDUCATION & GUIDANCE (PART OF PERSOANL DEVELOPMENT DAYS)  

IN YEAR 7 
 

In Year 7 you will be provided with the following Careers learning. 

 A taught programme of Careers Education and Guidance delivered through Personal Development Days, 

a Tutor taught programme which will enable you to engage in: 
 

SELF DEVELOPMENT: Learning Activity TERM Skills Learning Outcomes 
Self-Awareness:  “Lost on a desert island”. Describe one object 

you would take and why. Working together how could you improve 

your chances of survival by combining the various objects people 

have brought to the island. 

Autumn 

 

GB1:SD1: Describe yourself, 

your strengths and 

preferences.  

Strengths             Weaknesses 

Attitudes              Interests 

Values 

I understand 

some of this  

I understand 

most of this 

I fully understand 

this topic 

 

 

 

CAREER EXPLORATION: Learning Activity      

Exploring Careers and Career Development: “Looking at 

different careers and how they develop” Watch four videos of 

employees explaining how their careers have developed. Visit Bi 

annual Careers Fair 

Summer GB1/2/5/7:CE1: Different 

ways of looking at peoples 

careers and how they develop  

Similarities         Differences 

Skills                  Qualities 

   
 
 
 
 

Valuing Equality Diversity and Inclusion:  “Moon Mission 

Activity”. You are part of a group of settlers going to the planet 

Z Alpha. Looking at various roles in society and ranking jobs in 

order of importance to you. Discussing as a group which 4 people 

will survive and why 

Spring GB1:CE5: Identify how to 

stand up to stereotyping 

discrimination and prejudice. 

Negotiating         Values 

Attitudes            Influences 

Planning               Decisions 

   

CAREER MANAGEMENT :Learning Activity       
Showing initiative and enterprise:  “Snack Bar Idol”. You are 

to produce a pitch to run a mobile catering unit. Thinking about 

marketing, budgeting, competition, healthy food, advertising, logo  

put together a power point presentation of your company 

Summer GB5:CM3: Recognise when you 

are using qualities and skills 

that entrepreneurs 

demonstrate. 

   



Team Working        Leadership 

Communication        Initiative 

Presentation           Organise 

CAREER MANAGEMENT :Learning Activity TERM Skills Learning Outcomes 

Planning & Deciding: “Moon Mission Activity”. You are part of a 

group of settlers going to the planet Z Alpha. Looking at various 

roles in society and ranking jobs in order of importance to you. 

Discussing as a group which 4 people will survive and why 

Spring CGB1: M6: How to negotiate 

and make plans and decisions 

carefully. 

Team Working        Leadership 

Communication        Initiative 

Presentation           Organise 

I understand 

some of this 
I understand 

most of this 
I fully understand 

this topic 

 

Managing changes and transitions: “Year 6 Guide to 

Transition” Produce a guide to hand to the new Year 7 on how to 

make a successful move from Primary to Secondary school. 

Summer GB1:CM8: Coping with life 

changes and transition by 

being flexible, positive and 

well prepared. 

Reflection          Attitudes 

Preparation 

   

 
 

To support the taught programme you will also:  

 Have time to discuss your own plans, and set targets with your form tutor and parents 

 Have open access to a well-stocked current careers resource centre. 

 

To help you see what you have achieved, you will be asked to complete a questionnaire related to the programme 

 
 
 
 
 


